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This packet is dedicated to the late cricket I just killed.

TOSSUP 1
This artist had his college decisions reversed after trapping a student in “seven or eight” chairs in a
classroom. A single on one album from this artist dropped with the tagline, “Where words fail,
music speaks;” that album features the track “Lessons” in response to his breakup with Maya
Jama. This artist, who begins one track with (*) “All you man are my youngers” in an homage to
another artist, curates #Merky Books. On another track on his album Heavy is the Head, this rapper tells
“your girl to link me at the coffee shop” after saying that his “bruddas don’t dab, we just do” the title
action. For 10 points, name this artist who headlined 2019 Glastonbury, a British rapper who wrote the
tracks “Wiley Flow,” ”Shut Up,” and “Vossi Bop.”
ANSWER: Stormzy (accept “Michael Ebenezer Kwadjo Omari Owuo Jr.” and his stage names “Wicked
Skengman,” “The Problem,” and “Stiff Chocolate”) <MC> <Music>

BONUS 1
Albums are usually promoted with advertisements or TV appearances, but some artists have found
shocking ways of promoting their music. Name some of them for 10 points each:

A) After making an album with their “heady fwends” like Nick Cave and Kesha, this band released a
vinyl record containing blood samples from those collaborators.

ANSWER: The Flaming Lips
B) While stuck in lockdown without her bandmates in Paramore, this singer mailed broken doll parts

to fans to tease the single “My Limb.”
ANSWER: Hayley Williams

C) Before releasing Trouble Will Find Me, this band generated headlines by playing the song
“Sorrow” for six hours straight at a Queens art museum.

ANSWER: The National <JP> <Music>

TOSSUP 2
For an April Fools episode of one show, this person joked that the producers liked him so much,
they invited him back sixteen years later. On one show, a former member of the Bayguard team
saves this person from drowning, which keeps the former from going on television. In Orange is the
New Black, Piper asks where one of her friends is, to which this person says, “I’m here, bitch!” In
another show, this person says his boss hates being kissed up to after Dorothy complains that Cary
Grant was not (*) born in Grant’s tomb. In another show, this person pretends to consider quitting his job
and moving to Tibet; in that episode, Cliff remarks to this person that three certain celebrities “have never



been in my kitchen.” Sean Connery mispronounced categories to Will Ferrell who played this person on
SNL. For 10 points, name this late Jeopardy! host.
ANSWER: Alex Trebek (the unnamed shows that are referenced are Wheel of Fortune, Baywatch, The
Golden Girls, and Cheers, respectively) <MC> <TV>

BONUS 2
This scene caused many viewers to initially believe their cable had cut out. This ambiguous scene begins
with the title family meeting in a diner and ends with a half sung line of a Journey song before abruptly
cutting to black. For 10 points each,

A. Name this iconic scene from The Sopranos.
ANSWER: final scene, series ending (accept obvious equivalents)

B. This creator of The Sopranos has refused to elaborate on the series finale and merely stated that
the message of the scene was “don’t stop believing.”

ANSWER: David Chase
C. Some fans have interpreted the man with the “members only” jacket walking to the bathroom in

the final scene as an homage to a similar scene from this 1972 film. In this film, Al Pacino’s
character retrieves a gun from the bathroom before killing Sollozo and McCluskey.

ANSWER: The Godfather <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 3
Most locations in this video game can be explored in any order, though doing so without buying a
map from Cornifer would be difficult. Those locations include Crystal Peak and the Resting
Grounds. An upcoming sequel to this game called (*) Silksong will focus on the character Mantis.
Completing different portions of the DLC in this game can lead to one of five endings when fighting the
titular final boss. In this video game, the nameless protagonist can be equipped with charms such as Deep
Focus and Soul Eater, and can pay Geo to upgrade the nail he fights with. For 10 points, name this
Metroidvania game released by Team Cherry, where players explore the kingdom of Hallownest.
ANSWER: Hollow Knight <JP> <Video Games>

BONUS 3
For 10 points each, name these 1970s music phenomena that contain repetitions.

A. This ABBA song begins with a woman lamenting that at “half past twelve”, she “watches the late
show in my room all alone”. This title phrase features in the chorus and precedes “a man after
midnight”.

ANSWER: “Gimme! Gimmie! Gimmie!”
B. This band, dubbed the Fab Five, is led by Simon Le Bon and has hits such as “Ordinary World,”

“A View to Kill,” and “Hungry Like the Wolf.”
ANSWER: Duran Duran

C. Alongside David Johansen, this rhythm guitarist remained in the New York Dolls until its
dissolution in 1978. He passed away in January 2021 due to cancer.

ANSWER: Sylvain Sylvain <MC> <Music>



TOSSUP 4
This athlete declined to appear on the cover of Madden ‘08, comparing the opportunity to a
“Wheaties box endorsement.” This former NFL running back scored his 100th touchdown after
playing just 89 games, faster than any player in history. He also set the record for most touchdowns
scored in a single season with (*) 31, topping the record set by Sean Alexander just the year before. This
running back was selected 5th overall in the 2001 NFL Draft, one round before his team drafted Drew
Brees. For 10 points, name this all-time leading rusher of the Los Angeles Chargers, who is often referred
to by his initials “L.T.”
ANSWER: Ladainian Tomlinson (prompt on L.T. before mention) <JP> <Sports>

BONUS 4
In January 2021, it was announced that a revival/sequel to this television series entitled And Just Like
That… was in production. For 10 points each,

A. Name this HBO television series in which Carrie Bradshaw navigates life in New York while
writing a namesake newspaper column.

ANSWER: Sex and the City
B. Protagonist Carrie Bradshaw was portrayed by this American actress.

ANSWER: Sarah Jessica Parker
C. Throughout the series, Carrie engages in an on and off relationship with this character whose real

name is revealed to be John James Preston in the finale. This character’s commitment issues once
caused him to engage in an affair with Carrie despite being married to Natasha.

ANSWER: Mr. Big <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 5
In one film, this song is played over a montage of a man prepping a spacecraft to leave Mars. At the
season 14 finale of America’s Got Talent, Cher performed a cover of this song. In an episode of
Legends of Tomorrow, Mick Rory uses a memory eraser to get this song out of his head. In a 2018
film, Hugh Skinner’s character spars with baguettes while singing this song in a Paris cafe. In that
film, Harry Bright begins this song by saying “when you fall, you fall.” The speaker of this song
proclaims (*) “the history book on the shelf, always repeating itself” before declaring “I was defeated,
you won the war.” This song was performed after “Dancing Queen” over the end credits of a 2008 film by
Meryl Streep and other cast members. In 2005, this song was named the best song in the history of
Eurovision, having won the competition for Sweden in 1974. For 10 points, name this ABBA song that is
named for a Napoleonic battle.
ANSWER: Waterloo <JA> <Music>

BONUS 5
For 10 points each, identify these famous classic rock album closers:

A) This song ends with George Martin and all four Beatles banging on pianos, as well as a
high-pitched note that only dogs can hear.



ANSWER: A Day in the Life
B) In the 80s, U2 concerts would often end with fans chanting this song’s lyrics “How long to sing

this song?” as they left the arena.
ANSWER: 40

C) Clarence Clemons called his saxophone solo in this song about The Magic Rat and Barefoot Girl
“one of the best in the history of the world.”

ANSWER: Jungleland <JP> <Music>

TOSSUP 6
One character in this show performs a track in which a kid has “the power to write, read, and it’s
guaranteed, I’m gonna give you what you need” before rapping the alphabet. In 2019, a Reddit post
revealed long-lost footage of one of this show’s alternate endings, in which one character assures the
other will find his friend because “that’s what friends are for.” Late Night with Stephen Colbert
spoofed this series in a skit that ended with this show’s lead actor turning into a dog. This show
misspells the lead character’s name in an end card that reveals he (*) “never returned home.” After an
encounter with a godly bartender, the protagonist of this series visits Beth to reassure her that her husband
will return from the Vietnam War. A supercomputer named Ziggy and a hologram of Admiral Al
Calavicci accompanies Dr. Sam Beckett in, for 10 points, what 1990s sci-fi drama?
ANSWER: Quantum Leap <MC> <TV>

BONUS 6
For 10 points each, answer some questions about fanfiction,

A. (Note to player: Full name required) Perhaps the most infamous fanfiction is My Immortal, a
Harry Potter fic with this ridiculously named protagonist.

ANSWER: Ebony Dark’ness Dementia Raven Way
B. The Fifty Shades of Grey book series written by E.L. James was originally a Twilight fanfiction.

When the original fanfic was published, it was titled this.
ANSWER: Master of the Universe

C. Anna Todd’s popular book series After, was originally a fanfiction about this One Direction
singer. This singer’s name was later changed to Hardin Scott after the story was published
professionally.

ANSWER: Harry Styles <JA> <Misc>

TOSSUP 7
In one storyline, a female version of this character is killed by being teleported into a spike trap.
This character once attacked Doorman after mistaking him for Midnight Man. This character was
once tasked by the Committee to hunt down the werewolf Jack Russell and once carved the face off
of Raul Bushman with a (*) crescent dart. This character’s dissociative identity disorder has led him to
develop personalities of Wolverine, Spiderman, and Captain America. Additionally, this character
operates as a millionaire as his Steven Grant personality and as a cab driver with his Jack Lockley



personality. After being left for dead in the desert, this character became a spiritual agent for the Egyptian
god, Khonshu. Oscar Isaac is slated to portray this superhero in an upcoming Disney+ series. For 10
points, name this Marvel superhero with a lunar inspired name.
ANSWER: Moon Knight <JA> <Trash Lit>

BONUS 7
For 10 points each, answer these questions about movie characters who have been portrayed by multiple
actors.

A. Jared Leto’s portrayal of The Joker in Suicide Squad was panned, but the character made an
appearance in the director’s cut of this film. This film originally premiered in 2017, but what
some fans call a “definitive” edition of this film was released on HBO Max in 2021.

ANSWER: Justice League
B. The Joker is actually only one of two characters played by two actors to receive an Oscar for their

portrayals. The other character to receive that rare distinction is this character who has been
played by Robert De Niro and Marlon Brando in a Francis Ford Coppola trilogy.

ANSWER: Vito Corleone (prompt on “Corleone” alone)
C. The Eon Productions film series centered on James Bond have seen six actors play the title

character. Out of those six, this actor is the only one to star as Bond just once. This actor
portrayed the character for the first and last time in 1969’s On Her Majesty’s Secret Service.

ANSWER: George Lazenby <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 8
While applying for a job at animal control, it is discovered that this character has a two year degree
and is technically not qualified to work their current job. In one episode, this character accidentally
puts pictures of his dog’s anus as background photos for a menu. In a 2020 special, this character is
shown to have -2,287 Grzzyl points. This character has been described by his colleagues as both a
schlemiel and a schmaziel in an episode where this character tells his coworkers he had been (*)
mugged when in actuality he fell into a creek while reaching for a dropped burrito. After Walter
Gunderson’s death, this character assumed the office of mayor until his death at age 100. This character,
who was once teased for calling a mural a “murinal,” portrayed Leslie Knope as a bare chested goddess in
one of his paintings. For 10 points, name this Parks and Recreation character who is known for his
clumsiness.
ANSWER: Jerry Gergich (accept either underlined portion) <JA> <TV>

BONUS 8
For 10 points each, answer these questions about notable Summer Olympics athletes.

A. This 1936 Olympic US athlete won four gold medals in defiance of the host’s nation's attempt to
paint this as an event to reflect its own ideology. In the 1935 Big Ten Track Meet, he also set 3
world records and tied one in what is known as the “Greatest 45 minutes ever in sports”

ANSWER: Jesse Owens
B. This swimmer holds the all-time record for most Olympic gold medal and was selected to be the

flag bearer in the 2016 Summer Olympics Parade of Nations



ANSWER: Michael Phelps
C. This Russian gymnast held the record for the most Olympic medals until his record was

suppressed by Michael Phelps in 2008. He participated in the 1972, 1976 and 1980 Summer
Olympics, specializing in men’s artistic gymnastics.

ANSWER: Nikolai Yefimovich Andrianov <JC> <Sports>

TOSSUP 9
An SNL skit parodies commercials for this product by having its spokesperson talk to himself for
two hours and make up words. The chill around the Arctic military outpost where Ernest Beaux
[ER-nest BOW] interrogated Bolsheviks partly inspired him to create this product. A woman says
she is made of “blue sky and golden light” while sitting in front of a pool and claims she will feel like
this forever in a (*) Ridley Scott-directed commercial for this product that concludes with John Huston
saying, “Share the Fantasy.” In a 1953 interview, LIFE asked Marilyn Monroe what she wore to bed, to
which she replied with this product. Brad Pitt is the first man to be the face of this product. A Nazi
collaborator nicknamed “Coco” created, for 10 points, which famous perfume that originates the square
bottle design?
ANSWER: Chanel No. 5 (prompt on “Chanel”; prompt on “perfume” until mentioned; do not accept or
prompt on different Chanel perfumes) <MC> <Misc>

BONUS 9
In one musical’s run on Broadway, consultant Stacy Donnelly engaged in this activity in order to create an
authentic smell in the Brooks Atkinson Theatre lobby. For 10 points:

A. Name this activity whose namesake contest Jenna joins, in order to afford leaving her abusive
husband Cal in the musical Waitress, where Jenna sings, “What [this activity] Can Do.”

ANSWER: baking (do not accept other types of cooking)
B. Waitress was written and composed by this person who played Mary Magdalene in Jesus Christ

Superstar Live in Concert. She wrote the songs “Love Song” and “Brave.”
ANSWER: Sara Bareilles

C. Sara Bareilles wrote this track in which the question “Guess what?” precedes the answer “I don’t
like guessing games or when I feel things.” On this track, Dawn struggles with online-dating once
the title event occurs.

ANSWER: “When He Sees Me” <MC> <Theatre>

TOSSUP 10
Brass instruments join a clarinet in an atonal tutti in the credits to this show’s sixth episode. One
character in this show tells the story of the “ugliest boy in town” who crawls into a hole in the
ground. In this show, a cult that feeds gravel to Malcolm urges one of the main characters to change
his name to Shrigis, to "clean [his] brain,” and to forget his past. The first season of this show takes
place over a single day and ends with the characters in the same position as in the pilot. A computer
in this show claims that (*) charts, “digital style,” and “digital dancing” are the only three things one can



do in the digital world. A talking clock in this web series takes three characters on a “journey through
time” even though their television programme starts in five minutes. “Being creative” is the favorite idea
of a talking notebook in, for 10 points, what surreal mixed-media musical web series?
ANSWER: Don’t Hug Me I’m Scared (accept “DHMIS”) <MC> <Internet>

BONUS 10
The documentary film The September Issue followed the production of an 840 page issue of this
magazine. For 10 points each,

A. Name this fashion magazine created by Arthur Baldwin Tenure.
ANSWER: Vogue

B. In 1909, Vogue was purchased by this global mass media company whose other magazine brands
include Glamour, GQ, The New Yorker, and Vanity Fair.

ANSWER: Conde Nast
C. This woman has served as the editor-in-chief of Vogue since 1988 where the magazine focused

more on the model’s body than just the face.
ANSWER: Anna Wintour <JA> <Misc>

TOSSUP 11
The eldest daughter in this family discovers her husband’s infidelity by uncovering a message
written in invisible ink from her father. According to an aunt, the second youngest member of this
family studies “crypto-Marxist postdeconstructual feminist poetry theory whatever major.” The
youngest member of this family has been referred to as “literally a Nazi” and overhears the phrases
“my will” and “I’m warning you” while in the bathroom. One member of this family requests that
“the help” call him by his first name (*) Hugh. The patriarch of this family bought their estate in the
1980’s from a Pakistani real estate baron and founded a mystery novel publishing company called “Blood
Like Wine.” This family’s estate is granted to Marta Cabrera after the death of their patriarch, Harlan. For
10 points, name this central family featured in the 2019 film Knives Out.
ANSWER: Thrombey family <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 11
For 10 points each, answer these questions about period dramas starring Keira Knightley.

A. Knightley portrayed Elizabeth Bennet in this director’s 2005 adaptation of Pride and Prejudice.
ANSWER: Joe Wright (prompt on “Wright” alone)

B. In this 2007 Joe Wright film, Knightley portrays a character whose lover is accused of rape by her
younger sister. This film features a young Saoirse Ronan as Briony Tallis and James McAvoy as
Robbie Turner.

ANSWER: Atonement
C. Keira Knightley portrayed this real life woman in the film The Duchess. This woman had an

affair with eventual prime minister Charles Grey and she married the 5th Duke of Devonshire.
ANSWER: Georgiana Cavendish <JA> <Movies>



TOSSUP 12
The book Envisioning Emotional Epistemological Information showcases works of this form
fashioned as art pieces created by Talking Heads frontman David Byrne. In a 2010 New York Times
article titled “We Have Met the Enemy and He Is [one work of this form],” General Mattis
remarked that works of this form “make us stupid.” NASA’s official report of the Columbia disaster
cites the inefficient use of one work of this format as one cause of confusion, often called (*) “death
by [one work of this form].” Steve Jobs announced major Apple products by the phrase “one more
thing…” on a component of a work of this format. For 10 points, name this type of presentation which
can be prepared using Prezi, Keynote and PowerPoint.
ANSWER: slide show presentation (accept examples such as “PowerPoint” and “Google Slides” unless
mentioned; prompt on “presentation”) <MC> <Misc>

BONUS 12
“Redbone” by Childish Gambino pays a tribute to “Portrait of Tracy,” a standard on this instrument. For
10 points:

A. Name this instrument which Larry Graham played for Sly and the Family Stone. A Motown motif
on the track “Get Ready” on this instrument was written by James Jamerson.

ANSWER: electric bass (do not accept or anti-prompt on “upright bass” or “double bass”)
B. Inspired by Jaco Pastorius, this former bassist of the band Suicidal Tendencies released his 2017

album Drunk, including the tracks “Them Changes” and “Dragonball Durag.”
ANSWER: Thundercat

C. Thundercat features in the tracks “These Walls” and “Wesley’s Theory” on this album. While
Kendrick Lamar is on top of a street lamp, “We gon’ be alright” repeats in another track on this
album.

ANSWER: To Pimp a Butterfly <MC> <Music>

TOSSUP 13
In one scene of this film, two children attempt to throw paper airplanes at their parents to make
them stop arguing. In this film Monica donates one hundred dollars to the church, but her mother
discreetly steals the money back. A secondary character in this film, carries a large wooden cross
down a road every Sunday and is mocked for not having access to water. A character in this film
complains that his grandmother can’t bake cookies and later serves her a cup of his urine, but tells
her it’s (*) Mountain Dew. After their barn is burned down, the family in this film harvest the title object
that had been growing near a creek. The title plant of this film is said to be “wonderful” by Soon- ja
because “rich or poor, anyone can enjoy it and be healthy.” For 10 points, name this 2020 Lee Isaac
Chung directed film that chronicles the Yi family as they attempt to start a farm in 1980s Arkansas.
ANSWER: Minari <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 13
In this game, some characters are killed by having a ribbon around their neck removed, causing them to
be decapitated. For 10 points,



A. Name this episodic video game based on the comic book series, Fables.
ANSWER: The Wolf Among Us

B. The Wolf Among Us was developed by this video game studio who was known for their novel
episodic format. One of their best known and most critically acclaimed games is based on the
comic series The Walking Dead.

ANSWER: Telltale Games
C. After Telltale filed for assignment in 2018, it was bought by this company. However, this

company is currently doing business under the name Telltale Games.
ANSWER: LCG Entertainment  <JA> <Video Games>

TOSSUP 14
This thing is believed to have been originally performed by Sheb Wooley as the uncredited role of
Private Jessup. This thing is named for a character who is shot in the thigh by an arrow in the 1953
western The Charge at Feather River. That film is believed to be the third film to use this thing
which originated in the 1951 film Distant Drums. In 2018, it was announced that the (*) Star Wars
franchise would no longer use this thing after decades of it being an in-joke in the franchise. This thing
was entitled “Man getting bit by an alligator, and he screamed” before being discovered by Ben Burtt and
used in a scene where a Stormtrooper falls from a ledge. For 10 points, name this stock sound effect
popularly used whenever a character falls.
ANSWER: Wilhelm scream <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 14
This type of musical saw a surge in popularity with the premiere of Mamma Mia! For 10 points each,

A. Name this type of musical that features already existing songs rather than originals.
ANSWER: jukebox musical

B. This 2007 jukebox musical film features the discography of The Beatles and is named after a
song that begins with “words are flowing out like endless rain into a paper cup.”

ANSWER: Across the Universe
C. The jukebox musical Sunshine on Leith features the songs of this Scottish rock duo whose hits

include “I’m Gonna Be (500 Miles).”
ANSWER: The Proclaimers <JA> <Theatre>

TOSSUP 15
Fans discovered the real-life house of this show’s lead character, to the chagrin of the house’s owner,
Paula Giese, who hung politically charged signs on her window; that negative publicity caused this
show’s lead character to move to a high-rise at the start of the sixth season. In this show’s pilot, the
lead character contests being asked about her failed marriage, causing her future boss to say, “You
know what? You’ve got (*) spunk. I hate spunk!” In this show’s most famous episode, an entertainer
with the catchphrase “A little song, a little dance, a little seltzer down your pants” is mauled by an
elephant while he dresses as a peanut. Mr. Chuckles “bites the dust” in this show whose opening sequence



ends with the lead character’s hat-throw frozen mid-air. For 10 points, name this 1970s sitcom set in the
WJM network studio starring Ed Asner as Lou Grant and the title comedienne as Mary Richards.
ANSWER: The Mary Tyler Moore Show <MC> <TV>

BONUS 15
This object is given to Ron Weasley in Albus Dumbledore’s will. For 10 points,

A. Name this magical object that has the appearance of a cigarette lighter, but it actually takes and
removes light. Ron Weasley later uses this object to find his way back to Harry Potter and
Hermione Granger in the last book of the series.

ANSWER: Deluminator or Put-Outer
B. Besides the sword of Gryffindor, this object is left to Harry Potter in Dumbledore’s will. This

Quidditch related golden ball with wings is inscribed with “I open at the close.”
ANSWER: Harry Potter’s first Golden Snitch

C. The Last Will and Testament of Albus Percival Wulfric Brian Dumbledore is read to the trio by
this Minister for Magic. This character is later killed in the Death Eaters’ coup on the Ministry.

ANSWER: Rufus Scrimgeour <JA> <Trash Lit>

TOSSUP 16
In 2014, Carl Beck directed a steampunk-inspired production of this musical on national tour. On
this musical’s track “Plant a Radish,” two fathers compare growing plants to raising children. At
the end of this musical’s first act, two families sing about love then freeze in place; a bandit then
takes the cardboard cutout of the moon and remarks on the difficulty of staying frozen for so long.
In this musical, a character named (*) “The Mute” pretends to be a wall that divides two houses. The
audience is asked to imagine the “kind of September where life was slow and oh so mellow” on this
musical’s first track, “Try to Remember, '' sung by El Gallo. In this musical, Mr. Hucklebee and Mr.
Bellomy plan a kidnapping scene in order to romance their children, Matt and Louisa. For 10 points,
name this musical that is based on Edmund Rostrand’s The Romancers.
ANSWER: The Fantasticks <MC> <Theatre>

BONUS 16
On the DVD of this film, a warning states “selling producing of this movie disc will result in punishment
by crushing.” For 10 points each,

A. Name this 2006 satirical film in which Sacha Baron Cohen portrays the title Kazakhstani
character.

ANSWER: Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan
B. In the 2020 sequel to Borat, the title character’s daughter, Tutar, is planned to be given to Mike

Pence. Tutar was portrayed by this Bulgarian actress whose performance in the film earned her an
Academy Award nomination.

ANSWER: Maria Bakalova
C. (Note to players: description acceptable) At the end of Borat Subsequent Moviefilm, it is revealed

that the fictionalized version of Nursultan Nazarbayev enacted this plan against the world in
retaliation for Kazakhstan being made a laughing stock by Borat.



ANSWER: sending Borat around the world to spread COVID-19  <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 17
The question “does everybody have to be the greatest story ever told” is asked in a song whose title
calls disappointing kinds of this substance “the rarest of them all.” In a song inspired by a drawing
from one of the band members’ sons, “rocking horse people eat marshmallow pies” before
describing the title character and this substance. In one song this substance is noted to “linger”
unlike men because “men are mere mortals who are not worth going to your grave for.” That song,
by (*) Shirley Bassey, titled for this substance is sampled in a 2005 Kanye West song about this substance
from Sierra Leone. A song with this substance in the title opens with “the French are glad to die for love”
and was first performed by Carol Channing, but it’s most famous performance is by Marilyn Monroe.
Rhianna sings “shine bright like a,” for 10 points, what gemstone?
ANSWER: diamond(s) <JA> <Music>

BONUS 17
In this album’s song “Alanis”, the vocal track to “You Oughta Know’ plays over the Full House theme
song and concludes with a succession of nine different television company jingles. For ten points:

A. Name this first album in the nostalgically remixed Mouth series of albums by Potter Puppet Pals
creator Neil Cicierega.

ANSWER: Mouth Sounds
B. The Mouth series of albums notably remixes this alternative rock song dozens of times. In some

memes, this song’s first word, “somebody”, is broken up across two panels, with “-body” in
capital letters.

ANSWER: “All Star”
C. This person deceptively covers famous songs to the lyrics of “All Star”. This person’s most

famous videos are shot at an unflatteringly low perspective that serves as the basis of his YouTube
icon.

ANSWER: Jon Sudano <MC> <Internet>

TOSSUP 18
On one track on this album, the speaker says “it’s bittersweet to think about the damage that we
do.” The Washington Post called this album “the kind of album that changes things, crystallizing a
moment we didn’t know we were in — though looking back, it will seem obvious.” One song on this
album interpolates piano chords from a 2017 song by Taylor Swift. On the first track on this album,
the speaker laments “I’m so sick of 17” before wondering where her (*) teenage dream is. Later in
that song, the singer angrily retorts that “I’m not cool and I’m not smart, I can’t even parallel park.” Fans
of this album have interpreted lyrics as references to the alleged love triangle between Joshua Bassett,
Sabrina Carpenter, and this album’s artist in the song “drivers license.” For 10 points, name this 2021
debut album by Olivia Rodrigo.
ANSWER: Sour <JA> <Music>

BONUS 18



For 10 points, answer the following about British royals portrayed in television.
A. The Starz series The Spanish Princess centers around this first wife of Henry VIII as she seeks to

become the Queen of England.
ANSWER: Katherine of Aragon

B. This series recounts the War of the Roses through the eyes of three women, Elizabeth Woodville,
Margaret Beaufort, and Anne Neville. This show is based on the first three books in The Cousin’s
War literary series by Philippa Gregory.

ANSWER: The White Queen
C. The Crown details the reign of Elizabeth II. The monarch is set to be portrayed by Imelda

Staunton in 2022 and was previously played by Olivia Coleman as well as this actress towards the
beginning of the show.

ANSWER: Claire Foy <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 19
A DLC for the second game of this series involves a fictional Aztec invasion of Europe. In the
second game of this franchise, Non Christian characters were only available to play with the DLC,
“Sword of Islam.” Mods for this game franchise include a full conversion map of a 27th century
post apocalyptic North America and a (*) A Song of Ice and Fire inspired map. An upcoming DLC for
the third game of this franchise features a new mechanic for the royal court. In this dynasty role playing
game franchise, when the player’s current character dies there must be a player heir or else the game will
end. The first expansion for the first game in this franchise was titled “Deus Vult.” For 10 points, name
this Paradox Interactive game franchise set in the Middle Ages.
ANSWER: Crusader Kings <JA> <Video Games>

BONUS 19
The TV show Seinfeld is known for coining phrases that are still commonly used today. Answer these
questions about them for 10 points each:

A. This word can be repeated three times to gloss over the details of a story. George Costanza uses it
to avoid mentioning his fiancee Susan’s death while trying to pick up women at a bar.

ANSWER: Yada yada yada
B. This unsanitary eating habit causes George to get into a fight while snacking at a funeral.

ANSWER: double dipping
C. While Frank Costanza did not invent this fictional holiday, he popularized it and its trademark

pole as a mock alternative to Christmas.
ANSWER: Festivus <JP> <TV>

TOSSUP 20
One actor in this film performed a scene so many times, he dropped the word “as” in later takes,
prompting an argument with the writer. One character in this film shoots a pistol into the ceiling to
discuss subsidiary rights and overhead clauses. In this film, Lauren Hobbs sends a video of a



robbery of the Flagstaff Independent Bank to Herron; those robbers feature in the second season of
The (*) Mao-Tse Tung Hour, which plays after members of the Ecumenical Liberation Army commit an
assassination. UBS higher-ups Frank and Diana in this film promote a “mad-as-hell” anchor who
announces his suicidal departure on live TV. For ten points, name this film written by Paddy Chayefsky
about a struggling news company directed by Sidney Lumet, starring Peter Finch as Howard Beale.
ANSWER: Network <MC> <Movies>

BONUS 20
One of this song’s writers dedicated it “to all the kids who sing in the rain and all the moms who let
them.” For 10 points:

A. Name this song written by Pasek and Paul that won Best Original Song. Sebastian plays this song
in which there is “so much that I can’t see” in a certain location.

ANSWER: “City of Stars”
B. In 2017, this Best Supporting Actress’ acceptance speech called to “exhume those bodies” when

winning for her performance as Rose Maxson in Fences. She later played the titular character in
Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom opposite Chadwick Boseman.

ANSWER: Viola Davis
C. After 20 nominations, Kevin O’Connell won his first Oscar for Best Sound Mixing for this Mel

Gibson directed film. At the end of this film, the protagonist portrayed by Andrew Garfield
descends a cliffside on a stretcher while clutching a bible.

ANSWER: Hacksaw Ridge <MC> <Movies>


